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Description

[0001] This invention relates in general to apparatus
and processes for fabricating flexible belts and more
specifically to apparatus and processes for fabricating
flexible electrophotographic imaging belts.
[0002] Thermoplastic webs may be joined by overlap-
ping the edge of one web over another and placing the
overlapped or seam portion of the webs over a base be-
neath an ultrasonic vibrating welding element.
[0003] Automatic systems for fabricating belts have
been created that overcome many of the problems en-
countered with manual or multiple batch belt making
techniques. A typical process involves providing a flex-
ible web having a leading edge, horizontally conveying
the leading edge of the flexible web from a supply roll to
a predetermined distance past a slitting station, slitting
the web at the slitting station to form a trailing edge of a
web segment having the leading edge at one end and
the trailing edge at the opposite end, gripping only the
leading edge and trailing edge while supporting the web
segment adjacent the leading edge with at least one up-
wardly directed fluid stream, conveying the leading edge
toward the trailing edge to allow gravity to form a down-
wardly hanging U-shaped loop in the web segment be-
tween the leading edge and trailing edge as the leading
edge is conveyed toward the trailing edge, inverting the
leading edge and the trailing edge of the web segment,
overlapping the leading edge and the trailing edge of the
web segment and permanently securing the leading
edge to the trailing edge to form a belt.
[0004] Although many good belts may be fabricated
with this system, it has been found that many belts pro-
duced by this system can contact underlying support
surfaces such as a belt forming table during cutting of
the web into segments, forming the segment into a loop,
overlapping opposite ends of each segment, and weld-
ing the overlapped ends of each segment. Contact be-
tween the web and or belt and the belt forming table can
damage the belt or web and increase friction that can
inhibit acceptable formation of the loop thereby resulting
in a defective belt. To prevent contact of the region of
the belt between its ends, an attempt has been made to
support the web over the belt forming table by means of
a plurality of small air nozzles in the belt forming table.
These nozzles supply a layer of air between the pho-
toreceptor material and the belt forming table surface.
The photoreceptor web floats on this layer of air. This
reduces friction between the photoreceptor material and
the belt forming table. When the web is floating properly,
the force of gravity is adequate to pull the photoreceptor
material down between two spaced apart gripping mem-
bers utilized to form the belt loop. However, problems
with the this belt forming technique are encountered in
varying degrees, depending on the direction and
amount of curl inherent in the photoreceptor web being
used to form the belt. When the photoreceptor web pos-
sesses positive curl, the material presents a concave

cross sectional shape to the surface of the belt forming
table with the top of the dome of the concave shape fac-
ing upwardly, e.g.; having a shape similar to the cross
section of an open umbrella. This concave shape cap-
tures the cushion of air between the material and the
belt forming table and allows the material to easily float
above the belt forming table. This is a desirable condi-
tion. With the material floating on a cushion of air, the
force of gravity is usually sufficient to pull the web seg-
ment material down between the two gripping members
as the leading edge is conveyed toward the trailing edge
of the web segment. When the web has no curl, the ma-
terial presents a flat shape to the surface of the belt form-
ing table. This flat shape reduces the ability of the web
to float because the volume of air produced by the small
air nozzles in the belt forming table cannot maintain an
adequate air cushion under the web. This causes the
web to occasionally touch the surface of the belt forming
table thereby increasing friction between the photore-
ceptor web and the belt forming table. When this condi-
tion occurs, the force of gravity may not be strong
enough to overcome the force of friction acting on the
web, and the web segment fails to fully drop down be-
tween the two gripping members as the leading edge is
conveyed toward the trailing edge of the web segment.
This failure of the web segment to fully drop and assume
a "U" shape causes intermittent jamming of the web seg-
ment in the belt fabricating machine and loss of belt
products. When the web possesses negative curl, the
material presents a convex shape to the surface of the
belt forming table with the bottom of the dome of the
convex shape facing downwardly, e.g. having a shallow
"U" shape. The convex shape does not allow a cushion
of air to build up under the photoreceptor web and great-
ly reduces the ability of the web to float. This allows the
web material to come into direct contact with the belt
forming table thereby increasing friction between the ta-
ble and the web. With this excess friction, the force of
gravity is not sufficient to pull the web segment down
between the two gripping members as the leading edge
is conveyed toward the trailing edge of the web seg-
ment. Poor belt quality can adversely affect electropho-
tographic imaging performance, particularly in high per-
formance monochrome and color copiers, duplicators
and printers which demand precise tolerances through-
out the belt. Poorly formed belts, scratches and other
blemishes on belt surfaces can be readily detected with
the naked eye and are of unacceptable quality. Scrap-
ping of poor quality electrophotographic imaging belts
can significantly affect manufacturing yields.
[0005] It is an object of the invention to overcome the
above-noted deficiencies by providing an improved
process and apparatus for fabricating belts.
[0006] The foregoing objects and others are accom-
plished according to this invention by a process com-
prising the steps of claims 1 and 4, and by an appa-
ratus with the features of claim 8.
[0007] A process and an apparatus according to
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the preambles of claims 1 and 8, respectively, are
known from document US-A-4 838 964.
[0008] Prior art document GB-A-1 479 992 disclos-
es an apparatus and a method for manufacturing a
collapsible squeeze tube, and in particular, disclos-
es the use of an air stream to form an air cushion
between two surfaces and thereby to reduce friction
between the surface of a web and the surface of a
cylindrical cavity.
[0009] The flexible belts prepared by the apparatus
and processes of this invention are particularly useful
for applications such as electrostatographic photore-
ceptors utilizing sensitive organic layers supplied in the
form of long webs, especially long webs having an elec-
trically conductive ground strip on one edge. In addition,
precise control of the dimensions of the photoreceptors
allows rapid changes in size for different production runs
to fabricate belts of different diameters or different
widths.
[0010] This invention provides a process and appara-
tus that enables more efficient fabrication of photore-
ceptor belts, fabricating photoreceptor belts without
scratching or abrading the belt, more reliably fabricating
high quality photoreceptor belts, and fabrication of pho-
toreceptor belts with fewer rejects.
[0011] FIG. 1 is a schematic, plan view showing ap-
paratus with four processing stations for fabricating
belts from a web.
[0012] FIG. 2 is a schematic, sectional view in eleva-
tion of web supply and feed apparatus.
[0013] FIG. 3 is a schematic, sectional view in eleva-
tion of the web being fed into a web loop forming station.
[0014] FIG. 4 is a schematic, sectional view in eleva-
tion of a web loop forming station.
[0015] FIG. 5 is a schematic, sectional plan view of a
web loop forming station.
[0016] FIG. 6 is an expanded schematic, section end
view of a belt loop shaping assembly.
[0017] FIG. 7 is an expanded schematic, sectional
side view of a belt loop shaping assembly.
[0018] FIG. 8 is a schematic, sectional plan view of a
belt transport assembly.
[0019] FIG. 9 is a schematic, sectional view in eleva-
tion of airways in a belt transport assembly.
[0020] FIGS. 10 through 15 are simplified schematic,
sectional views in elevation of a belt loop shaping as-
sembly during different stages of the belt forming oper-
ation.
[0021] FIG. 16 is a schematic, sectional view in ele-
vation of a welding means for welding belts on an anvil.
[0022] FIG. 17 is a schematic, sectional plan view of
a welding means for welding belts on an anvil.
[0023] FIG. 18 is a schematic, sectional view in ele-
vation of a welding means for welding belts on an anvil.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0024] Referring to FIG. 1, processing stations for fab-
ricating belts from a web are disclosed. These process-
ing stations comprise belt loop forming station 10, join-
ing device, e.g. a belt welding station 12, belt notching
station 14, and belt discharge station 15. These stations
are serviced by rotation and reciprocateable belt con-
veying system 16 comprising belt conveying anvils
18,20 and 22.
[0025] As shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, web 24, such as
a thin coated or uncoated thermoplastic web, is supplied
by a supply roll 25 and fed around air bearing 26, air
bearing 27, dancer roll 28, air bearing 29, air bearing 30
and air bearing 34. Air bearings 26, 30 and 34 and danc-
er roll 28 each contain a hollow annular chamber (not
shown) and a porous outer shell of metal particles. Air
bearings are particularly desirable where the web is a
photoreceptor having an abrasion sensitive surface
generally facing downwardly during processing after the
web is removed from the roll.
[0026] The belt loop forming station 10 is shown in
greater detail in FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 5. The web 24 supplied
by supply roll 25 is passed around stationary air bear-
ings 26, 27, 29 30 and 34 . All the air bearings and the
dancer roll comprise hollow annular chambers (not
shown) within a porous outer shell such as a shell of
sintered metal particles. Air under pressure from a suit-
able source is fed through conventional hoses (not
shown) to the hollow annular chambers of dancer roll
28 and air bearings 26, 27, 29 30 and 34 and allowed
to escape through the porous shell to provide an air
bearing which prevents damaging contact with the sur-
face of web 24 and reduces friction that must be over-
come to pull the web 24 from the supply roll 25.
[0027] With reference to FIGS. 4 and 5, the leading
edge of web 24 is initially fed to a slitting station, e.g.
a cutting edge 48, of web receiving platform 50 and held
against web receiving platform 50 by a partial vacuum
provided by vacuum shoe 52 which is connected
through an underlying vacuum plenum (not shown) to a
suitable vacuum source (not shown). A second vacuum
shoe 53 is positioned upstream of vacuum shoe 52 to
hold web 24 against web receiving platform 50. Any suit-
able vacuum shoe design may be utilized to enable
shoes 52 and 53 to grip web 24. Typical vacuum shoes
comprise one or more rows of holes of any suitable
shape over a vacuum plenum, one or more rows of shal-
low grooves of any suitable shape connected by pas-
sages to an underlying vacuum plenum, a porous mem-
ber of sintered particles over a vacuum plenum, and the
like. The creation and removal of a vacuum in vacuum
shoes 52 and 53 may be accomplished by activating a
suitable solenoid operated valve in valve and switch
cluster 54 (see FIG. 1). Valve and switch cluster 54 also
includes other suitable valve and electrical switch actu-
ators for the various pneumatic cylinders, motors and
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the like in the station subassemblies. The valves in valve
and switch cluster 54 are conventional solenoid operat-
ed valves. Positive pressure, a vacuum or ambient air
pressure may be supplied from any suitable convention-
al source by suitable means such as ordinary air cou-
pling lines (not shown). The expression "vacuum" as
employed herein is intended to mean a partial vacuum
rather than a complete vacuum. Similarly, electrical
power to drive electrical equipment such as motors, so-
lenoids, servomotors and the like are supplied through
suitable wiring and conventional suitable electrical
switching. The valve and switches are usually actuated
through suitable circuitry in response to a signal from a
programmable controller 56 (see FIG. 1). Expressions
such as "activation", "supplying power", "inactivation"
and the like are well known terms intended to include
opening or closing solenoid operated valves or electrical
switches to provide or discontinue providing positive
pressure, a vacuum, ambient air pressure, electricity an
the like. Thus, the control functions in the apparatus of
this invention are synchronized and integrated with a
suitable programmable controller 56 such as a Allen
Bradley Programmable Controller, Model No. 2/05 or
Model No. 2/17. The programmable controller responds
to various typical inputs including, for example, inputs
from limit switches, timers, encoders, proximity sensors,
counters and the like and utilizes these inputs for se-
quencing program outputs to activate electric switches,
solenoid operated valves that either vent a vacuum
shoe, such as vacuum shoes 52 or 53, to the ambient
atmosphere or connect either or both vacuum shoes to
an evacuated chamber (not shown), and the like. Ter-
mination of an activated component may be effected by
any suitable and conventional means such as by pro-
grammable controller 56 or by suitable limit switches.
[0028] As further illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, recipro-
cating web pick up assembly 58 is mounted above web
receiving platform 50 and web 24 and is supported on
a pair of guide rods 60 and 62. Web pick up assembly
58 comprises a platform 64, one side of which is slide-
ably supported on guide rod 60 by cam follower rollers
(not shown) and the other side being slideably support-
ed on guide rod 62 by bearing block 66. Guide rod 62
extends over and is parallel to the upper surface 67 of
belt forming table 69. Belt forming table 69 contains a
plurality of fluid passages 70 which are connected by
ordinary fluid coupling lines to any suitable source of
compressed fluid 71. The fluid passages 70 may com-
prise rows of holes, slots or any other suitable passages
for directing a fluid stream such as air in an upward di-
rection. The holes or slots may be of any suitable shape
such as round, oval, square, rectangular, convergent,
divergent, and the like. The size of the holes selected
depends on various factors such as the fluid pressure
employed, the number of holes used, the spacing of the
holes, the weight of the web, the speed of the web, po-
rosity of the web, thickness of the web, and the like.
However, the size, number and spacing is preferably

sufficient to suspend the web on a cushion of flowing
fluid. If more than one hole is utilized, the holes may be
arranged in any suitable pattern including, for example,
one or more straight line rows, staggered patterns, cir-
cular pattern, and the like. The creation and removal of
a compressed fluid may be accomplished by activating
a suitable solenoid operated valve in valve and switch
cluster 73 (see FIG. 4). The valves in valve and switch
cluster 73 are conventional solenoid operated valves
which are commercially available. Any other suitable
valves and switches may be utilized, if desired. Positive
fluid pressure may be supplied from any suitable con-
ventional source 71 by suitable means such as ordinary
fluid coupling lines. The valve and switches are usually
actuated through suitable circuitry in response to a sig-
nal from a programmable controller. The programmable
controller responds to various typical inputs including,
for example, inputs from limit switches, timers, encod-
ers, proximity sensors, counters and the like and utilizes
these inputs for sequencing program outputs to activate
or inactivate electric switches, solenoid operated valves
that either vent a fluid nozzle or passageway, such fluid
passages 70, to the ambient atmosphere or connect a
fluid nozzle or passageway to a pressurized fluid source
71. Activation of solenoid 74 is also effected by program-
mable controller 56 which supplies electrical power
through conventional wiring (not shown). Shaft 72 is
supported by a pair of end plates 76 which are fastened
to plates 78 and 80. Plate 80 is supported by platform
64. A vacuum shoe 82 is mounted on the bottom of the
free swinging end of pivotable plate 68. Pivotable plate
68 and vacuum shoe 82 extend transversely across
substantially the entire width of web 24. The length of
vacuum shoe 82 is normally slightly shorter than the
width of web 24. Any suitable vacuum shoe, such as a
shoe similar to the previously described vacuum shoe
52, may be utilized for shoe 82 to grip web 24. The cre-
ation and removal of a vacuum in a vacuum plenum (not
shown) overlying vacuum shoe 52 is accomplished by
programmable controller 56 which controls suitable con-
ventional solenoid activated valves which either connect
vacuum plenum to an evacuated chamber or vent the
vacuum plenum to the ambient atmosphere. The guide
rods 60 and 62 are supported by end plates 84 and 86.
Reciprocation of web pick up assembly 58 between a
home position (shown on the left in FIGS. 4 and 5), an
advanced intermediate shear position (illustrated with
phantom lines in FIG. 4) and other locations on guide
rods 60 and 62 is effected with the air of servomotor 88
which drives timing and drive belt 90 through gear box
92 and drive pulley 94. The home position of web pick
up assembly 58 aligns vacuum shoe 82 directly over
vacuum shoe 52 so that vacuum shoe may accept trans-
fer of the leading edge of belt 24 after belt 24 is severed.
Drive belt 90 is supported at one end by drive pulley 94
and at the other end by idler pulley 96. Idler pulley 96 is
supported by flange 98 which is welded to end plate 84.
A flange 99 mounted to bearing block 66 is fastened to
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timing and drive belt 90 by rivets 100 and 102. Thus,
reciprocal movement of timing and drive belt 90 causes
web pick up assembly 58 to reciprocate accordingly on
guide rods 60 and 62. In addition to driving pulley 94,
servomotor 88 also drives encoder 104 by means of
shaft 106. Encoder 104 is electrically connected to pro-
grammable controller 56 by suitable wiring (not shown)
to supply electrical signals to the programmable control-
ler 56 indicating the relative location of web pick up as-
sembly 58. Any suitable encoder may be employed. The
movement of web pick up assembly 58 is accomplished
by programmable controller 56 which controls the start-
ing, stopping and reversal servomotor 88. Generally, the
spacing or distance of vacuum shoe 82 from cutting
edge 48 is determined by merely inputting suitable in-
structions into programmable controller 56 to achieve
the degree of belt overlap desired in the final belt loop
seam. However, although less desirable, other suitable
means may be used instead of or in combination with
spacing of vacuum shoe 82 from cutting edge 48 to
achieve the desired amount of belt overlap in the belt
loop seam.
[0029] Also shown in FIGS. 4 and 5 is a web slitting
station comprising a web cutter assembly 106 compris-
ing hollow nonmagnetic shaft 108 secured at one end
to side plate 110 by nut 112 and at the other end to side
plate 114 by nut 116. Contained within hollow nonmag-
netic shaft 108 is a slidable magnet piston (not shown)
which is driven back and forth along the length of hollow
nonmagnetic shaft 108 by compressed air alternately in-
troduced at each end of hollow nonmagnetic shaft 108
through suitable fittings (not shown). Slideably mounted
on hollow nonmagnetic shaft 108 is a magnetic bearing
block 118. As the slidable magnet piston is driven back
and forth in hollow nonmagnetic shaft 108 by com-
pressed gas, the attractive magnetic force from the
magnet piston attracts the magnetic bearing block 118
and causes magnetic bearing block 118 to slide back
and forth on hollow nonmagnetic shaft 108 in unison
with the magnet piston. Any other suitable reciprocating
drive means may be substituted for the magnetic device.
Typical reciprocating drive means include ball and lead
screw, pneumatic piston, servomotor, and the like. Sup-
port plate 120 angle iron 121 and magnetic bearing
block 118 are welded together to form a rigid unitary as-
sembly. The bottom of support plate 120 carries a pair
of bearing blocks, one designated by the reference
number 122 and the other not shown. These bearing
blocks support a freely rotateable shaft 124 which car-
ries a cutting device, e.g. a disc shaped cutting blade
126. Support plate 120 also carries a bifurcated bearing
block 128 which rides on guide rail 130. Guide rail 130
is welded to end plate 84. Bifurcated bearing block 128
aids in the stabilization and alignment of disc shaped
cutting blade 126 as it is reciprocated back and forth
along cutting edge 48 of web receiving platform 50 to
sever web 24. If desired, other suitable cutting means
may be substituted for the disk blade. Typical cutting or

slitting devices include laser cutters, straight edge
knives, guillotine shear, and the like. Actuation and re-
ciprocation of disc shaped cutting blade 126 along cut-
ting edge 48 is accomplished by programmable control-
ler 56 to control suitable conventional valves (not
shown) connected to a source of compressed gas that
is supplied to hollow nonmagnetic shaft 108. In order to
avoid collision between cutting blade 126 and web pick
up assembly 58 when web pick up assembly 58 is
traveling to its home position, cutting blade 126 is moved
to its own home position (shown in FIG. 5) when it is not
severing web 24.
[0030] Referring to FIGS. 4, 5, 6 and 7, a belt loop
shaping assembly 132 is shown comprising stationary
vertical plates 134 and 136 bolted to side plate 114 and
side plate 110, respectively. The ends of horizontal sta-
tionary plate 138 are bolted to stationary vertical plates
134 and 136. Mounted on the top of horizontal stationary
plate 138 is a pneumatic cylinder 140. Pneumatic cylin-
der.140 is a conventional two-way acting cylinder in
which piston movement is determined by which side of
the piston is pressurized. In other words, the piston is
made to move in one direction by pressurized air intro-
duced onto a first chamber on a first side of the piston
and made to move in the opposite direction by diverting
the pressurized air into a second chamber on the other
side of the piston while venting the first chamber. Actu-
ation of pneumatic cylinder 140 is accomplished by pro-
grammable controller 56 to control conventional valves
to connect pneumatic cylinder 140 by suitable air hoses
(not shown) to a source of pressurized as or to the at-
mosphere. Reciprocateable piston rod 142 extends
downwardly from pneumatic cylinder 140. The lower
end of reciprocateable piston rod 142 is fastened to hor-
izontal plate 144 of reciprocateable looping assembly
145. One end of horizontal plate 144 is bolted to the top
vertical plate 146 with the aid of angle bracket 147 and
the other end is bolted to the top vertical plate 148 with
the aid of angle bracket 149. The bottoms of vertical
plate 146 and vertical plate 148 are bifurcated to form
two legs. Legs 150 and 152 at the bottom of vertical plate
146 are illustrated in FIG. 6. Leg 150 located at the bot-
tom of vertical plate 146 and leg 153 at the bottom of
vertical plate 148 are shown in FIG. 7. Leg 150 on ver-
tical plate 146 supports a rotateable horizontal shaft 154
which extends outwardly from each side of leg 150. A
rack and pinion arrangement is employed to rotate ro-
tateable horizontal shaft 154 with pinion 156 mounted
on rotateable horizontal shaft 154 on the side of leg 150
which faces away from vertical plate 148. The other end
of rotateable horizontal shaft 154 is rigidly secured to
and supports a pivotable "L" shaped side plate 158. Pin-
ion 156 is driven by reciprocateable rack 160. Rack 160
is reciprocated by pneumatic cylinder 162 which is rig-
idly secured to vertical plate 146 by flange 163. Pneu-
matic cylinder 162 is a conventional two-way acting cyl-
inder in which piston movement is determined by which
side of the piston is pressurized. Mounted on leg 152 is
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a mirror image arrangement of the assembly mounted
on leg 150, namely a rotateable horizontal shaft 165
which extends outwardly from each side of leg 152; a
pinion 166 mounted on rotateable horizontal shaft 165;
pivotable "L" shaped side plate 170, reciprocateable
rack 174; pneumatic cylinder 176; and flange 178. Ac-
tuation of pneumatic cylinders 162 and 176 is accom-
plished by programmable controller 56 to control con-
ventional valves to independently connect pneumatic
cylinders 162 and 176 by suitable air hoses (not shown)
to a source to pressurized gas or to the atmosphere. On
the side of each leg of the bifurcated bottom of vertical
plate 148 facing vertical plate 146, a rotateable shaft 179
(shown in FIG. 7) on leg 153 of vertical plate 148 and
an identical rotateable shaft (not shown) on the other
companion leg (not shown) of vertical plate 148 are
mounted at locations directly opposite from respective
rotateable shafts 154 and 165 on vertical plate 146. A
pivotable "L" shaped side plate 180 having a shape that
is a mirror image of pivotable "L" shaped side plate 158
is mounted on rotateable shaft 179 on the leg 153 of
vertical plate 148 directly opposite from the location of
respective rotateable shaft 154. Similarly, a pivotable "L"
shaped side plate (not shown) having a mirror image
shape of pivotable "L" shaped side plate 170 is mounted
on the rotateable shaft (not shown) on the leg of vertical
plate 148 directly opposite from the location of respec-
tive rotateable shaft 165. Arm 181 of pivotable "L"
shaped side plate 158 and the corresponding arm (not
shown) on the directly opposite mirror image pivotable
"L" shaped side plate 180 cooperate with each other to
carry a vacuum shoe 182 beneath which is located a
vacuum plenum 184 (shown in FIG. 6) which extends
along the length of vacuum shoe support plate 185
(shown in FIG. 7). Similarly, arm 186 of pivotable "L"
shaped side plate 170 and the corresponding leg on the
directly opposite mirror image pivotable "L" shaped side
plate supported by vertical plate 148 cooperate with
each other to carry a vacuum shoe 190 beneath which
is located a vacuum plenum 192. The length of vacuum
shoe 182 and vacuum shoe 190 is normally slightly
shorter than the width of web 24. Any suitable vacuum
shoe, such as a shoe similar to the previously described
vacuum shoe 52, may be utilized for vacuum shoes 182
and 190. Vacuum plenums 184 and 192 are connected
by passages such as passage 194 (shown in FIG. 7) to
suitable fittings and hoses through control valves (not
shown) to a vacuum source. Activation and inactivation
of vacuum plenums 184 and 192 are independently ac-
complished by programmable controller 56 to control
conventional valves to connect vacuum plenums 184
and 192 by suitable hoses (not shown) to a source of
vacuum or to vent the vacuum plenums to the atmos-
phere. The combination of pivotable "L" shaped side
plates 158 and 180 with vacuum shoe 182 and vacuum
shoe support plate 185 comprise a first invertable grip-
per assembly 195. The combination of pivotable "L"
shaped side plates 170 and its companion pivotable "L"

shaped side plates (not shown) with vacuum shoe 190
and its underlying vacuum shoe support plate (not
shown) comprise a second invertable gripper assembly
196.
[0031] As shown in FIG. 7, the vertical path of vertical
plate 146 during reciprocation by pneumatic cylinder
140 is guided by a pair of cam followers 199 (only one
is shown in FIG. 7) rotateably mounted on shafts 197
(only one is shown in FIG. 7) secured to vertical plate
146. The pair of cam followers 199 straddle vertical
guide rail 198 which is welded to side plate 114. The
vertical path of vertical plate 148 is guided by slide
tongue 200 (only one is shown in FIG. 7) fixed to vertical
plate 148. Slide tongue 200 rides in a vertical slide
groove in grooved block 202 which is secured to side
plate 110. Hard stop block 204 mounted to side plate
110 and set screw 206 threaded into flange 208 serve
to define the lower limit of travel of vertical plates 146
and 148.
[0032] Also shown in FIGS. 4, 6 and 7 are fluid stream
implements, e.g. nozzles 210 and 212, these nozzles
are connected by ordinary fluid coupling lines to any
suitable source of compressed fluid 214 (see FIG. 4)
and 216 (see FIG. 7), respectively through valve in valve
and switch clusters 218 and 220, respectively. Any suit-
able fluid such as air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and the
like may be utilized. Generally, because of cost factors,
the preferred fluid is air. The fluid is filtered prior to use
to remove any undesirable particles which could deposit
on and contaminate the web. The creation and removal
of a compressed fluid from the relevant nozzle may be
accomplished by activating solenoid operated valve in
valve and switch cluster 218 (see FIG. 4) or 220 (see
FIG. 7). The valves in valve and switch clusters may be
conventional solenoid operated valves described
above. The valve and switches are normally actuated
through suitable circuitry in response to a signal from a
programmable controller.
[0033] The fluid stream nozzles 210 and 212 may
comprise a manifold containing a row or rows of holes,
slots or any other suitable passages for directing a fluid
stream such as air in an upward direction for nozzle 210
and in a downward direction for nozzle 212. Although
the direction of the fluid streams need not be exactly
vertical, the streams should be at a sufficient angle from
horizontal to achieve the predetermined web shapes de-
scribed herein. Where a plurality of fluid streams are
used for nozzle 210 or 212, the streams may all be par-
allel to each other, slightly offset from each other (e.g.
resembling a fan shaped pattern when viewed from one
end of a nozzle manifold), or any other suitable pattern.
A typical nozzle for nozzle 210 may be fabricated, for
example, from half inch outside diameter polyvinyl chlo-
ride plastic pipe having one sixteenth diameter holes
about 2.54 centimeters (1 inch) apart along the length
of the upper surface of the pipe. The nozzle 210 is gen-
erally positioned transverse to the length of web 24 and
the length of the nozzle is preferably about equal to the
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width of web 24. However, if desired, the length of the
nozzle can be slightly longer than or slightly shorter than
the width of the web 24 as long as the objectives of this
invention are achieved. Typically, the holes of nozzle
210 are positioned between about 8 centimeters and
about 10 centimeters below an imaginary extension of
the plane extending along surface 67 of belt forming ta-
ble 69. Nozzle 210 is also positioned between vacuum
shoe 190 and the upstream edge of belt forming table
69. The holes or slots for nozzle 210 may be of any suit-
able shape such as round, oval, square, rectangular,
convergent , divergent, and the like. The size of the
holes selected for nozzle 210 depends on various fac-
tors such as the fluid pressure employed, the number of
holes used, the spacing of the holes, the weight of the
web, the speed of the web, porosity of the web, thick-
ness of the web, and the like. If more than one hole is
utilized, the holes may be arranged in any suitable pat-
tern including, for example, one or more straight line
rows, staggered patterns, circular pattern, and the like.
However, the size, number and spacing of the holes for
nozzle 210 is preferably sufficient to suspend the web
on a cushion of flowing fluid and form an upwardly ex-
tending bulge in the web upstream from the leading
edge. The upwardly extending bulge prevents the web
24 from rubbing on vacuum shoe 190. A typical nozzle
for nozzle 212 is a commercially available flat fan spray
nozzle such as Delavan ϖ" ACM 6.5-90 degree brass
that is mounted on the lower surface of plate 144. The
nozzle is threaded into plate 144 with the fan spray pat-
tern projecting transverse to the length of web 24. A sin-
gle nozzle may be used where there are space con-
straints. Other applications may utilize multiple nozzles
or a manifold type nozzle similar to nozzle 210. The size
of the holes selected for nozzle 212 depends on various
factors such as the fluid pressure employed, the number
of holes used, the spacing of the holes, the weight of the
web, the speed of the web, porosity of the web, thick-
ness of the web, and the like. If more than one hole is
utilized, the holes may be arranged in any suitable pat-
tern including, for example, one or more straight line
rows, staggered patterns, circular pattern, and the like.
Typically, the outlets of the holes of nozzle 212 are po-
sitioned between about 20 centimeters and about 22
centimeters above an imaginary extension of the plane
extending along surface 67 of belt forming table 69. Noz-
zle 212 is also positioned above and between vacuum
shoes 182 and 190. However, the size, number and
spacing of the holes for nozzle 212 are preferably suffi-
cient to fully form a downwardly hanging U-shaped loop
between shoes 182 and 190 by the time the leading
edge of the web is transferred to vacuum shoe 190.
[0034] Referring to FIGS. 8 and 9, belt transport as-
sembly 228 is illustrated comprising three elongated an-
vils 230, 232, and 234. The elongated anvils are hori-
zontally cantilevered 120° apart from a rotateable dial
table 236 mounted to journal shaft 238 passing through
journal box 240 into index housing 246. Journal box 240

and index housing 246 are secured to plate 248 bolted
to a suitable ball bearing slide block 250 slideably
mounted on a slide rail schematically represented by
rectangle 251. Any suitable slide maybe employed to
support stand 246. Typical slides include THK, Tokyo,
Japan; Roller Slide, Solon, Ohio; and the like. Dial table
236 is adapted to rotate when journal shaft 238 is driven
by electric motor 252 through suitable gearing in gear
housing 253 attached o the side of stand 246. Dial table
236 is rotated when it is necessary to index each anvil
from one processing station to the next. Slide block 250
is reciprocated between a fully retracted position (rep-
resented by phantom lines in FIG. 8) and an advanced
load position by means of a suitable pneumatic cylinder
256 which drives a piston connecting rod 258 fastened
to flange 260 mounted on the side of slide block 250.
Pneumatic cylinder 256 is a conventional two-way act-
ing cylinder in which piston movement is determined by
which side of the piston is pressurized. Slide block 250
is reciprocated from the fully retracted position to the
advanced load position by pneumatic cylinder 256 to fa-
cilitate loading of a freshly formed web loop (not shown)
onto an empty anvil at belt loop forming station 10. Slide
block 250 is reciprocated from the advanced load posi-
tion to the fully retracted position by pneumatic cylinder
256 to allow indexing of anvils from the belt loop forming
station 10 without an anvil striking any part of belt loop
forming station 10. Timely actuation of electric motor
252 and pneumatic cylinder 256 are accomplished by
programmable controller 56.
[0035] With reference to FIGS. 8 and 9, vacuum
grooves on the upper surface of anvil 230 and 232 are
independently connected through interior vacuum ple-
nums to airways 276 and 278 (the third airway is not
shown), respectively, that extend through journal box
240 to ports entering circumferential channels 284 and
285, respectively, each of the channels being separated
by "O" ring seals 286. Circumferential channel 288 is
connected to the third plenum by airways not shown.
Circumferential channels 284, 285 and 288 are connect-
ed through corresponding air line through the journal
box 240 to suitable electrically activateable valves (not
shown). For example, in FIG. 9, circumferential channel
288 is shown connected to fitting 292 which in turn is
coupled by a suitable hose (not shown) to an electrically
activateable valve (not shown). The free end of each of
the elongated anvils 230, 232 and 234 contains an align-
ment pin receiving hole 294 utilized in combination with
alignment pins located at various processing stations
and prevent undue deflection of the free end of elongat-
ed anvils 230, 232 and 234. For example an alignment
pin 296 is shown below belt loop shaping assembly 132
in FIG. 5. Any suitable conventional solenoid operated
valve may employed to provide vacuum or pressure to
the components of this invention. Positive pressure, a
vacuum or ambient air pressure may be supplied from
any suitable conventional source to the journal box 240
by conventional means such as suitable air coupling
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lines (not shown). Conventional electrical switching is
employed to couple or uncouple electric motors with an
electrical power source through suitable circuitry in re-
sponse to a signal from a suitable programmable con-
troller 56.
[0036] In operation, and with reference to the simpli-
fied belt forming timing sequence illustrated in FIGS. 10
through 15, reciprocating web pick up assembly 58 is
initially at a retracted home position and pivotable plate
68 is pivoted up to raise vacuum shoe 82 (conveying
gripper) up and away from the upper surface of web 24.
The leading edge of web 24 is flush with cutting edge
48 as a result of shearing during the previous web loop
forming cycle. Dancer roll 28 compensates for any ten-
dency of slack to form in web 24 when reciprocating web
pick up assembly 58 is in the retracted position and also
assists in maintaining the upstream section of web 24
under continuous tension during the entire web loop
forming operation. When reciprocating web pick up as-
sembly 58 is in its retracted position, a vacuum is applied
at vacuum shoe 52 to retain the leading edge of web 24
against web receiving platform 50.
[0037] Reciprocateable looping assembly 145 is
down in the home position with the vacuum shoes 182
(first invertible gripper) and 190 (second invertible grip-
per) facing upwardly. The upwardly facing surface of
vacuum shoes 182 and 190 are at about the same plane
as the upwardly facing surface of web receiving platform
50 (see FIGS. 4 and 5), upper surface 67 of belt forming
table 69, and vacuum shoes 52 and 53 as shown in
FIGS. 4 and 10. Pivotable plate 68 is then pivoted down-
wardly by activation of solenoid 74 to lower vacuum
shoe 82 against upper surface (first major upwardly fac-
ing surface) of web 24. Vacuum is supplied to vacuum
shoe 82 and the previously supplied vacuum to vacuum
shoe 52 is terminated to allow vacuum shoe 82 to grip
the upper surface adjacent the leading edge of the web.
Pivotable plate 68 is then pivoted upwardly by inactiva-
tion of solenoid 74 to raise vacuum shoe 82 and lift the
leading edge of web 24 from web receiving platform 50.
Pressurized fluid is supplied to fluid passages 70 (see
FIG. 4) by activation of valve in valve and switch cluster
73 to prevent contact between web 24 and upper sur-
face 67 of belt forming table 69.
[0038] Reciprocating web pick up assembly 58 is
thereafter substantially horizontally (represented by
phantom lines in FIG. 4 and schematically illustrated in
FIG. 11) advanced a predetermined distance past the
slitting station to a first predetermined location down-
stream of the slitting station to the cutting position by
activation of servomotor 88 to pull the desired length of
web 24 past slitting or cutting edge 48 located on the
downstream edge of web receiving platform 50. Servo-
motor 88 is inactivated, a vacuum is applied to vacuum
shoe 53 (second predetermined location) to enable it to
grip the bottom surface (second major downwardly fac-
ing surface) of web 24 and retain it against web receiving
platform 50.

[0039] Servomotor 88 is activated to begin retracting
reciprocating web pick up assembly 58 upstream of the
first predetermined location toward the slitting station
and toward vacuum shoe 190 (third predetermined lo-
cation) to create slack between vacuum shoes 53 and
82 and to ensure that the web segment between vacu-
um shoes 182 and 190 begins to form a downwardly
hanging loop (see FIG. 12). Application of a vacuum to
shoe 53 is preferably continued to maintain in continu-
ous tension the web upstream of vacuum shoe 53 and
to isolate from this upstream tension, the part of the web
downstream from vacuum shoe 53. Typical distances
between vacuum shoe 53 and vacuum shoe 52 (fourth
predetermined location) range from immediately adja-
cent to vacuum shoe 52 to about 25 cm upstream from
vacuum shoe 52.
[0040] A vacuum is preferably applied to vacuum
shoe 52 to enable it to grip the bottom (second major
downwardly facing surface) of slack web 24 down-
stream of vacuum shoe 53 and retain web 24 against
web receiving platform 50. A vacuum is applied to vac-
uum shoe 182 to enable it to grip the bottom of web 24.
The vacuum applied to vacuum shoe 52 and to vacuum
shoe 182 (fifth predetermined location) may be accom-
plished sequentially in any order or simultaneously.
However, the vacuum is preferably applied to vacuum
shoe 53 prior to application of a vacuum to either vacu-
um shoe 52 or vacuum shoe 182 so that tension can be
removed from web 24 downstream of shoe 53. In other
words, slack is preferably present in the web segment
between vacuum shoes 53 and 82 prior to application
of a vacuum to either vacuum shoe 52 or vacuum shoe
182 in order to achieve optimum results. Generally, the
portion of the slack web bridging vacuum shoes 53 and
182 is substantially parallel to an imaginary plane ex-
tending along the outer surface of shoe 53, platform 50
and shoe 182. Preferably, vacuum shoe 52 and vacuum
shoe 182 are positioned as close as possible to cutting
edge 48, typically within about 3 cm from cutting edge
48.
[0041] Pressurized air is then sequentially supplied
first to the home position end and then the opposite end
of hollow nonmagnetic shaft 208 to advance disc
shaped cutting blade 126 from its home position (shown
in FIG. 5) along cutting edge 48 and then back to its
home position to shear web 24 (see also FIG. 12) there-
by forming a web segment having a trailing edge oppo-
site the leading edge. Servomotor 88 continues to re-
tract reciprocating web pick up assembly 58 to position
vacuum shoe 82 and the leading edge of web 24 over
vacuum shoe 190 a (third predetermined location) as
shown in FIG. 13. Pivotable plate 68 is then pivoted
downwardly by activation of solenoid 74 to lower vacu-
um shoe 82 as illustrated in FIG. 13 and vacuum is sup-
plied to vacuum shoe 190. The vacuum supplied to vac-
uum shoe 82 is terminated to allow transfer of the lead-
ing edge of web 24 to vacuum shoe 190.
[0042] When servomotor 88 is activated to begin re-
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tracting reciprocating web pick up assembly 58 up-
stream of the first predetermined location toward the slit-
ting station and toward vacuum shoe 190 (third prede-
termined location) to create slack between vacuum
shoes 53 and 82 and to ensure that the web segment
between vacuum shoes 182 and 190 begins to form a
downwardly hanging loop (see FIG. 12). Pressurized
fluid is supplied to fluid stream nozzle 210 (first fluid
stream implement) by activation of valve in valve and
switch cluster 218 (see FIG. 4) as reciprocating web pick
up assembly 58 begins to move toward its home posi-
tion. As illustrated in FIG. 12, the resulting fluid stream
(first fluid stream) from nozzle 210 is directed against
the region of the second major downwardly facing sur-
face of the web immediately downstream of vacuum
shoe 190 (third predetermined location) to support web
24 and cause web 24 to form an upwardly extending
bulge upstream of the leading edge so that the region
of web 24 between vacuum shoe 182 and vacuum shoe
82 remains out of contact with the upper surface 67 of
belt forming table 69 and out of contact with vacuum
shoe 190 as reciprocating web pick up assembly 58 is
retracted upstream toward its home position. In other
words, web 24 is supported by solid supports only at the
leading and trailing edges. Substantially simultaneous-
ly, pressurized fluid is supplied to fluid stream nozzle
212 (second fluid stream implement) by activation of
valve in valve and switch cluster 220 (see FIG. 7). As
illustrated in FIG. 12, the fluid stream from nozzle 212
(second fluid stream implement) is directed in a down-
ward direction against a region of the first major upward-
ly facing surface of the web between shoe 190 (third pre-
determined location) and shoe 52 (fourth predetermined
location), i.e., between the leading edge and trailing
edge as the leading edge is conveyed toward the trailing
edge, to ensure complete formation of a downwardly
hanging U-shaped loop in the web 24 while web 24 is
held out of contact from vacuum shoe 190 and out of
contact from the upper surface 67 of belt forming table
69 during retraction of reciprocating web pick up assem-
bly 58. Although initiation of the supplying of pressurized
fluid to nozzles 210 and 212 can occur simultaneously
or sequentially in any order, the time interval for sequen-
tial initiation of the supplying of pressurized fluid should
be sufficiently brief to ensure that web 24 does not con-
tact the upper surface 67 of belt forming table 69 nor
contact vacuum shoe 190 until the leading edge of web
24 is transported by vacuum shoe 82 to vacuum shoe
190. Simultaneous initiation of the supplying of pressu-
rized fluid will not cause the air stream from nozzle 212
to overcome the air stream from nozzle 210 whereby
web 24 contacts vacuum shoe 190 or belt-forming table
69 because the distance between the web 24 and noz-
zle 210 is different than the distance between web 24
and nozzle 212. The fluid pressures to be employed de-
pend upon the dimensions of the web to be supported,
the web suspension distances desired, the number,
spacing and opening size of the openings in the nozzles,

speed of the web, beam strength of the web, and the
like. Regulation of fluid pressure may be accomplished
by any suitable and conventional device such as a nee-
dle valve, pressure release valve, hose internal diame-
ter size, and the like located in any suitable location of
the fluid supply system. In any event, the fluid pressure
to nozzle 210 should be sufficient to produce a fluid
stream which floats the web on a cushion of flowing fluid
and stream to form an upwardly extending bulge in the
web upstream from the leading edge which prevents
contact of the web with the vacuum shoe 190 and upper
surface 67 of belt forming table 69 prior to transfer of
the leading edge to vacuum shoe 190, but not so great
as to cause contact of the web with other machine com-
ponents located above web 24. Generally, the fluid
stream should be sufficient to maintain a distance be-
tween the underside of web 24 and upper surface of vac-
uum shoe 190 of between about 20 millimeters and
about 40 millimeters until just prior to transfer of the lead-
ing edge of web 24 from vacuum shoe 82 to vacuum
shoe 190. A typical air pressure for nozzle 210 is be-
tween about 5 pounds per square inch (351 grams per
square centimeter) and about 15 pounds per square
inch (1054 grams per square centimeter). For nozzle
212, the fluid pressure should be sufficient to produce
a fluid stream which ensures complete (rather than par-
tial) formation of the U-shape in the region of web 24
between vacuum shoes 182 and 190 while simultane-
ously avoiding premature forcing of web 24 against vac-
uum shoe 190 prior to transfer of the leading edge of
web 24 from vacuum shoe 82 to vacuum shoe 190. A
typical air pressure for nozzle 212 is between about 5
pounds per square inch (351 grams per square centim-
eter) and about 15 pounds per square inch (1054 grams
per square centimeter) for a 75 micrometer thick poly-
ethylene terephthalate web coated with coatings having
a total thickness of about 27 micrometers. Termination
of the supplying of pressurized fluid to nozzle 210 may
be effected by inactivation of valve in valve and switch
cluster 218 (see FIG. 4) as reciprocating web pick up
assembly 58 reaches vacuum shoe 190. Termination of
the supplying of pressurized fluid to nozzle 212 is ac-
complished by inactivation of valve in valve and switch
cluster 220 (see FIG. 7) as reciprocating web pick up
assembly 58 reaches vacuum shoe 190. As illustrated
in FIG. 13, the fluid stream from nozzle 212 has ensured
that the U-shaped loop in the region of web 24 between
vacuum shoe 182 and vacuum shoe 190 is fully formed
prior to inverting and overlapping of the leading and trail-
ing edges. If desired, termination of pressurized fluid to
fluid stream nozzles 210 and 212 can occur simultane-
ously or sequentially in any order, the interval for any
sequential termination of the supplying of pressurized
fluid being timed to ensure that web 24 does not contact
the upper surface 67 of belt forming table 69 nor contact
vacuum shoe 190 until the leading edge of web 24 is
transported by vacuum shoe 82 to vacuum shoe 190.
Application of a vacuum to shoe 53 is preferably contin-
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ued to maintain in continuous tension the web upstream
of vacuum shoe 53 and to isolate from this upstream
tension, the part of the web downstream from vacuum
shoe 53.
[0043] Referring to FIGS. 1, 4 and 13, pivotable plate
68 is pivoted upwardly by inactivation of solenoid 74 to
raise vacuum shoe 82 away from vacuum shoe 190 and
reciprocating web pick up assembly 58 is thereafter re-
tracted to its home position over vacuum shoe 52 by ac-
tivation of servomotor 88 as shown in FIG. 14. The vac-
uum supplied to vacuum shoe 52 is terminated to allow
movement of the leading edge during the next belt form-
ing cycle.
[0044] Anvil 232 is indexed in a linear direction into
position under reciprocateable looping assembly 145 in
preparation for receipt of a newly formed web loop by
activation of pneumatic cylinder 256 (see FIG. 8). The
alignment pin receiving hole 294 located at the free end
of elongated anvil 232 engages alignment pin 296 (see
FIG. 5) which is securely mounted to side plate 110 by
brackets (not shown) to stabilize anvil 232. A vacuum is
supplied to vacuum grooves (not shown) on the upper
surface of anvil 232. Pneumatic cylinder 162 or any oth-
er suitable drive mechanism such as an electric motor
is activated to rotate vacuum shoe 182 around shaft 154
carrying the trailing edge of the web segment in a clock-
wise arc, inverting the trailing edge of the web segment
and bringing the trailing edge into contact with the upper
surface of anvil 232. Pneumatic cylinder 176 or other
suitable drive mechanism such as an electric motor is
then activated to rotate vacuum shoe 190 around shaft
165 thereby simultaneously carrying the leading edge
of the newly formed web segment in a counter clockwise
arc and completely inverting the leading edge as shown
in FIG. 15 to form a belt loop having a lap joint in which
the leading edge overlaps the trailing edge. By reversing
the sequence of inverting vacuum shoes 182 and 190,
a belt may be prepared in which the trailing edge over-
laps the leading edge. This is particularly useful for
achieving different lap joints from a rolled web having
one edge that is different from the opposite edge, e.g.
only one edge carries a grounding strip. The vacuum
supplied to vacuum shoes 182 and 190 is terminated to
allow transfer of the newly formed belt loop to the upper
surface of anvil 232. Pneumatic cylinder 140 is activated
to raise reciprocateable belt looping assembly 145, in-
cluding vacuum shoes 182 and 190, away from the new-
ly formed belt loop carried on the upper surface of anvil
232 thereby facilitating removal of the transferred belt
loop. Pneumatic cylinder 256 is activated to retract anvil
232 away from under reciprocateable looping assembly
145 in preparation for welding (see phantom lines in
FIG. 8). Pneumatic cylinder 140 is activated to return
reciprocateable looping assembly 145, including vacu-
um shoes 182 and 190, to their original home position.
Pneumatic cylinders 162 and 176 are then activated to
rotate vacuum shoes 182 and 190 to their original up-
wardly facing positions. Electric motor 252 is activated

to rotate dial table 120° and convey the newly formed
belt loop carried on anvil 232 to belt welding station 12
If the fresh web to be processed next is free of defects,
a normal belt forming cycle is begun.
[0045] Referring to FIGS. 1, 11, 12 and 18, an ultra-
sonic belt welding station 12 comprising an ultrasonic
horn and transducer assembly 300 is illustrated. A so-
lenoid 301 is mounted above ultrasonic horn and trans-
ducer assembly 300 to extend or retract ultrasonic horn
and, transducer assembly 300 in a vertical direction.
The web lap joint (not shown) formed by the overlapping
segment ends of thermoplastic web 24 is supported by
the upper surface of anvil 302 and held in place below
the path of ultrasonic horn and transducer assembly 300
by suction from parallel rows of grooves 304, 306, 308
and 310. The ultrasonic horn and transducer assembly
300 is supported by the lower end of a vertically recip-
rocateable shaft (not shown) extending from the lower
end of solenoid 301 mounted to the upper hinged half
311 of a substantially horizontally reciprocateable car-
riage 313. One side of the lower hinged half 312 of car-
riage 313 is suspended from pillow blocks 314 and 316
which in turn slide on horizontal bar 318. The other of
carriage 313 is suspended from a pair of cam followers
319 that roll on the outer surface of horizontal bar 320.
A rotateable lead screw 322 drives horizontally recipro-
cateable carriage 313 through ball screw 324 secured
to carriage 313. Horizontal bars 318 and 320 as well as
lead screw 322 are supported at each end by flanges
326 and 328 which are secured to frame assembly 330
(see FIG. 1). Lead screw 322 is rotated by a belt 331
driven by electric motor 332 which is also supported by
frame assembly 330. An alignment pin 333 (see FIG. 1)
is mounted to frame assembly 330 and is adapted to
mate with alignment pin receiving hole 294 at the free
end of anvil 302 when anvil 302 is indexed into position
for welding of the belt lap joint. Adjustable set screw 334
is positioned to extend upwardly from the lower hinged
half 312 of carriage 313 to assist in maintaining a pre-
determined spacing between the bottom of the ultrason-
ic horn of horn and transducer assembly 300 and the
top of anvil 302 and to ensure a uniform pressure on the
web lap joint as the bottom of the ultrasonic horn travers-
es the lap joint. The end of set screw 334 rests against
the bottom of upper hinged half 311 of carriage 313. The
upper hinged half 311 and lower hinged half 312 of car-
riage 313 are joined by a hinge comprising a thin metal
shim 338 fastened to upper hinged half 311 by bolted
plate 340 and fastened to lower hinged half 312 by bolt-
ed plate 342. The hinge allows upper hinged half 311 of
carriage 313 and ultrasonic horn of horn and transducer
assembly 300 to pivot along the hinge during welding to
compensate in a substantially vertical direction for any
irregularities encountered along the lap joint 301 during
welding. An air bellows 344 is positioned between upper
hinged half 311 and lower hinged half 312 of carriage
313 to adjust the pressure of the bottom of the ultrasonic
horn 300 against the web lap joint, e.g. to function as a
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counterbalance.
[0046] In operation, ultrasonic horn and transducer
assembly 300 is in a retracted position because sole-
noid 301 is activated. Anvil 302 carrying a looped seg-
ment of web severed from web 24 at belt loop forming
station 10 was previously withdrawn in a linear direction
from under reciprocateable looping assembly 145 (see
FIG. 7) and indexed to rotate it and the belt welding sta-
tion 12. Indexing was achieved by providing power to
electric motor 252 (see FIGS. 8 and 9) to rotate anvil
302 by means of suitable means such as bevel gears in
gear housing 253 and journal shaft 238 to simultane-
ously advance anvil 302 bearing an unwelded belt loop
to web welding station 12, advance an anvil bearing a
welded belt to belt discharge station 15 from belt welding
station 12, and advance an empty anvil from belt dis-
charge station 15 into to position for linear transport into
belt loop forming station 10. Upon arrival of anvil 302 at
belt welding station 12, solenoid 301 is inactivated to
extend the transducer in ultrasonic horn and transducer
assembly 300 toward anvil 302, the transducer in ultra-
sonic horn and transducer assembly 300 is activated,
electric motor 332 (see FIG. 17) is activated to drive lead
screw 322 which in turn moves horizontally reciprocate-
able carriage 313 over the lap joint of the web loop car-
ried by anvil 302, and solenoid 345 (see FIG. 1) is acti-
vated to drive alignment pin 333 into alignment pin re-
ceiving hole 294 located at the free end of anvil 302.
[0047] Lowering of the transducer in ultrasonic horn
and transducer assembly 300 by inactivation of solenoid
301 brings the ultrasonic horn into compressive engage-
ment with the seam of the overlapping ends of web 24.
The welding surface of the ultrasonic horn in ultrasonic
hom and transducer assembly 300 may be of any suit-
able shape such as the flat or curved cross-sectional
shapes. The high vibration frequency of the ultrasonic
horn along the its vertical axis causes the temperature
of at least the contiguous overlapping surfaces of ther-
moplastic web 24 to increase until at least the thermo-
plastic material in web 24 flows. Welding of the contig-
uous overlapping surface of thermoplastic web 24 will
also occur if web 24 also comprises thermoplastic ma-
terial which flow as a result of the applied energy of ul-
trasonic oscillations. The thermoplastic web 24 may be
coated with thermoplastic coatings. The thermoplastic
material that is induced to melt and weld the seam may
be provided solely by a coating on the web, from both a
coating and a web substrate, or solely from the web it-
self. The web may be of any suitable thickness which
will allow adequate heating of the contiguous overlap-
ping surfaces of the web edges to permit sufficient heat
energy to be applied at the contiguous overlapping sur-
faces to cause the thermoplastic material to melt and
weld the overlapping edges of web 24 at seam 138. Any
suitable heating technique may be used to provide the
heat necessary at the contiguous overlapping surfaces
to melt the thermoplastic material and cause it to weld
web 24 at the lap joint.

[0048] As the horn is lowered to the lap joint of web
24, electrical power is supplied to the transducer in ul-
trasonic horn and transducer assembly 300 and electric
motor 332 is activated to drive lead screw 322 which in
turn moves horizontally reciprocateable carriage 313
and ultrasonic horn 300 along the lap joint of web 24.
After carriage 313 completes its traversal of the lap joint,
solenoid 301 is activated to retract the transducer in ul-
trasonic horn and transducer assembly 300 away from
anvil 302, the transducer in ultrasonic horn and trans-
ducer assembly 300 is inactivated, solenoid 345 is in-
activated to remove alignment pin 333 from alignment
pin receiving hole 294, and electric motor 332 is re-
versed to return horizontally reciprocateable carriage
313 to its starting position.
[0049] Upon completion of welding of the lap joint (not
shown) of web 24 at belt welding station 12, the welded
belt contains flashings at each end of the welded lap
joint. These joints extend beyond the sides of the belt
and are undesirable for many machines such as elec-
trostatographic copiers, duplicators and copiers that re-
quire precise edge positioning of the belts during ma-
chine operation. However, some machines that require
precision edge positioning, require it on one side only
so that notching or trimming of the other side is not es-
sential. Thus, the anvil bearing the freshly welded belt
is preferably transported in a linear direction from belt
welding station 12 to belt notching station 14 (see FIGS.
1 and 8) at the same time that another empty anvil can-
tilevered from rotateable dial table 236 is conveyed in a
linear direction to belt loop forming station 10 to receive
a newly formed belt loop.
[0050] In operation, anvil 356 bearing a freshly weld-
ed belt is indexed in a linear direction from belt welding
station 12 to belt notching station 14 (see FIGS. 1 and
8) at the same time that another empty anvil cantilev-
ered from rotateable dial table 236 is conveyed in a lin-
ear direction to belt loop forming station 10 to receive a
newly formed belt loop. After anvil 356 is in position for
notching, pneumatic cylinder 370 is activated to drive
alignment pin 368 into alignment pin receiving hole 294
located at the free end of anvil 356 to stabilize anvil 356.
Pneumatic cylinders 358 and 360 are then activated to
drive punch cutters 362 and 364 downwardly into dies
located in anvil 356 adjacent to each end of welded lap
joint of the belt carried by anvil 356. A vacuum is sup-
plied to anvil 356 to maintain the welded belt in position
while the flashings are removed during the notching op-
eration.
[0051] Any suitable thin, flexible web comprising a
thermoplastic layer may be used in the apparatus and
process of this invention. The web may comprise a sin-
gle layer or a plurality of layers in which at least one of
the layers comprises thermoplastic material. Any suita-
ble thermoplastic, polymeric material which will melt at
the temperatures generated at the contiguous overlap-
ping web surfaces of the seam may be utilized. Typical
thermoplastic, polymeric materials include polyeth-
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ylenes, polypropylenes, polycarbonates, polyvinylace-
tate, terephthalic acid resins, polyvinylchloride, styrene-
butadiene copolymers and the like. The thermoplastic
material that is induced to melt and weld the seam may
be provided solely by a thermoplastic coating on the
web, from both a coating and a web substrate, or solely
from the web itself. Alternatively, for example, the web
may be uncoated and consist entirely of the thermoplas-
tic material, some of which melts to weld the seam. The
web may be of any suitable thickness which will allow
adequate heating of the contiguous overlapping surfac-
es of the web edges to permit sufficient heat energy to
be applied at the contiguous overlapping surfaces to
cause the thermoplastic material to melt and weld the
overlapping edges of web at the seam. Preferred web
thicknesses for use with ultrasonic welding can range
from between about 25 micrometers to about 0.5 millim-
eter. Thicker webs may be utilized as long as sufficient
heat is applied to the contiguous overlapping surfaces
of the web to cause the thermoplastic material to melt.
Webs having a thickness up to about 10 millimeters may
be joined with the process and apparatus of this inven-
tion.

COMPARATIVE EXAMPLE I

[0052] A web was provided comprising of a polyester
film (Mylar, available from E.I. duPont de Nemours and
Co.) having a width of about 48.3 cm and a thickness of
about 76 micrometers and having a coating on one side
of a polycarbonate having a thickness of about 18 mi-
crometers and coatings on the second side comprising
a siloxane charge blocking layer having a thickness of
about 0.1 micrometer, a charge generating layer com-
prising finely divided photoconductive pigment particles
dispersed in a film forming polyvinyl binder and having
a thickness of about 0.2 micrometer, and a charge trans-
port layer comprising charge transporting small mole-
cules dissolved in a polycarbonate film forming binder
having a thickness of about 25 micrometers. This web
had a negative curl. In other words, the web had a con-
vex or U-shaped shaped cross section (viewed longitu-
dinally of the belt) with the bottom surface of the belt
presenting to the surface of the belt forming table a bot-
tom of a dome.
[0053] This web was processed in an apparatus sim-
ilar to the apparatus illustrated in the drawings, except
that nozzles corresponding to 210 and 212 in the draw-
ings and associated air supply were not used. The lead-
ing edge of the web from a supply roll was fed over cy-
lindrical air bearings from a supply roll over a support
platform at a belt loop forming station. The end of the
web was flush with the far cutting edge of the platform
(relative to the location of the supply roll) as a result of
shearing during a previous belt forming cycle. The end
of the web was held to the far edge of the platform by a
vacuum applied to a first vacuum shoe comprising ap-
ertures in the platform adjacent the end of the web and

far end of the platform (similar to the arrangement for
vacuum shoe 52 shown in FIGS. 4, 5, and 10 through
15). Tension was maintained in the web between the ap-
ertures in the first vacuum shoe and the supply roll by a
dancer roll having a cylindrical air bearing. An anvil hav-
ing a width of about 10 cm and a length of about 50 cm
cantilevered from a rotateable stand was transported
from a belt discharge station to the belt loop forming sta-
tion by rotation of the stand. Upon arrival of the anvil at
the belt forming station, a horizontally reciprocateable
vacuum pick up arm with a second vacuum shoe com-
prising vacuum apertures (similar to the arrangement for
vacuum shoe 82 shown in FIGS. 4, 5, and 10 through
15) was brought into contact with the upper surface of
the leading edge of the web. The web was transferred
from the platform to the second vacuum shoe in the pick
arm by supplying a vacuum to the second vacuum shoe
of the pick up arm and terminating the vacuum applied
to apertures of the first vacuum shoe in the platform ad-
jacent the end of the web. The web was pulled under
tension from the supply roll by advancing the vacuum
pick up arm away from the cutting edge of the platform
over a belt forming table to the desired belt length of
about 20-60 cm from the cutting edge. The belt forming
table contained a plurality of air passages from which
streams of air were expelled against the bottom of the
web in an attempt to maintain the belt out of contact with
upper surface of the belt forming . The belt passed over
a pair of pivotable arms having a cross section resem-
bling that of the clawed legs of a crab facing upwards
except that upwardly facing vacuum shoes were posi-
tioned where claws would normally be located. One of
the pivotable arms was adjacent to the cutting edge and
the other was positioned downstream in the direction in
which the web was pulled by the vacuum pick up arm.
Vacuum was applied to the apertures in the first vacuum
shoe located at the edge of the platform and to a third
shoe carried on the pivotable arm closet to the platform
(hereinafter referred to as arm A). The web was sheared
at the cutting edge. The vacuum pick up arm was re-
tracted to move the leading edge of the web back toward
the cutting edge and over a fourth vacuum shoe on the
downstream pivotable arm (hereinafter referred to as
arm B) where the leading edge of the web is transferred
by supplying vacuum to the vacuum shoe of arm B and
terminating supply of vacuum to the vacuum pick up
arm. The convex shape of the web did not allow a cush-
ion of air to build up under the photoreceptor web and
greatly reduced the ability of the web to float over the
surface of the belt forming table. This allowed the belt
to come into direct contact with the belt forming table
thereby increasing friction between the table and the
web. With this excess friction, the force of gravity was
not sufficient to pull the web segment down between the
third vacuum shoe carried on pivotable arm A and the
fourth vacuum shoe carried on pivotable arm B as the
leading edge of the web was conveyed by the vacuum
pick up arm to and the fourth vacuum shoe carried on
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pivotable arm B. Thus, this belt fabrication process
could not proceed because rotation of arms A and B
would not lead to the formation of an acceptable pho-
toreceptor belt.

EXAMPLE II

[0054] The process of Example I was repeated except
that air nozzles were positioned at locations that corre-
sponded to the locations of air nozzles 210 and 212
shown in FIGS. 4, 6, 7 and 10 through 15. The air nozzle
corresponding to nozzle 210 was a polyvinyl chloride
pipe having an outside diameter of 1.27 centimeters
(0.5 inch). This pipe had 1.6 millimeters (1/16 inch)
holes drilled along the top of the pipe from one end to
the other. Both ends of the pipe were capped. The pipe
was 20 inches (50.8 centimeters) long and was posi-
tioned between the fourth vacuum shoe carried on piv-
otable arm B and the upstream edge of the belt forming
table. The top of the pipe was 10 centimeters below an
imaginary extension of the plane of the upper surface of
the belt forming table. The horizontal distance between
the top of the pipe and the downstream edge of the forth
vacuum shoe was 20 centimeters. The air nozzle corre-
sponding to nozzle 212 was a commercially available
flat fan spray nozzle (Delavan ϖ" ACM 6.5-90 degree
brass) that was mounted on the lower surface of plate
144. The bottom of the nozzle was positioned 20 cen-
timeters above an imaginary extension of the plane of
the upper surface of the belt forming table and posi-
tioned above the midpoint of an imaginary line extending
from the third vacuum shoe carried on pivotable arm A
to the fourth vacuum shoe carried on pivotable arm B.
When the process described in Example I was repeated
with the two new air nozzles, compressed air was fed to
both air nozzles after the web was pulled from the supply
roll by the vacuum pick up arm away from the cutting
edge and over a belt forming table. Air to the nozzle cor-
responding nozzle 210 was supplied at 34.5-103.4 kPa
(5-15 pounds per square inch) and air to the nozzle cor-
responding nozzle 212 was supplied at 34.5-103.4 kPa
(5-15 pounds per square inch). Although the web had a
convex shape, the additional air provided by the nozzle
corresponding to nozzle 210 provided a stable cushion
of air under the photoreceptor web and prevented con-
tact between the web and the surface of the belt forming
table and the forth vacuum shoe carried on pivotable
arm B. This elimination of frictional contact coupled with
the stream of air from the nozzle corresponding to noz-
zle 212 and the force of gravity enabled successful
movement of the web segment down between the third
vacuum shoe and the fourth vacuum shoe to form an
acceptable U-shape in the web as the leading edge of
the web was conveyed by the vacuum pick up arm to
the fourth vacuum shoe. The vacuum pick up arm was
returned to its home position upstream from the cutting
edge over the first vacuum shoe after the leading edge
of the web was transferred to the fourth vacuum shoe.

A rotary dial supporting three cantilevered welding an-
vils was moved with a linear motion to insert the free
end of the one of the anvils between the arms A and B.
A vacuum was applied to a pair of rows of apertures on
each side of the centerline of the inserted anvil. Arms A
and B were pivoted to invert their vacuum shoes against
the upper surface of the inserted to form an acceptable
loop. The vacuum supplied to the shoes carried by arms
A and B was terminated to effect transfer of the belt loop
to the anvil. Arms A and B were then retracted sufficient-
ly to provide clearance for anvil removal. A linear move-
ment in a direction along the axis of the anvil toward the
stand was imparted to the anvil to remove the belt loop
and anvil from the belt loop forming station. Once the
free end of the mandrel bearing the newly formed belt
loop cleared the belt loop forming apparatus, it was ad-
vanced by the rotateable stand to a belt welding station
where the lap joint of the web was welded with an ultra-
sonic welding horn. The resulting belt was of high quality
with no detectable defects.

Claims

1. A process for fabricating a flexible belt from a flex-
ible web (24) from a supply roll (25), said web (24)
having a leading edge, an upper surface and a bot-
tom surface, comprising the steps of:

conveying the leading edge of the web (24) to
a first predetermined location (82) at a prede-
termined distance downstream from a slitting
station (48),

slitting the web (24) at the slitting station (48)
to form a web segment having a trailing edge
at one end and the leading edge at the opposite
end; and

conveying the leading edge back toward a third
predetermined location (190) between the slit-
ting station (48) and the first predetermined lo-
cation (82);

overlapping the leading edge and the trailing
edge of the web segment to form a closed loop
of the web segment loosely suspended from a
joint formed by the overlapping leading edge
and trailing edge;

welding the overlapping leading edge and the
trailing edge together to form a belt;

characterized in that
as the leading edge is conveyed back, at least one
upwardly directed fluid stream is applied to the bot-
tom surface of the web (24) to form an upwardly ex-
tending bulge in the web upstream from the leading
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edge, and at least one downwardly directed fluid
stream is applied to the upper surface of the web
(24) to form a downwardly hanging U-shaped loop
in the web (24) between the upwardly extending
bulge and the slitting station (48).

2. A process according to claim 1 comprising, after the
slitting step and prior to the overlapping step, the
steps of:

gripping only the leading edge and the trailing
edge of the web segment;

terminating the application of the upwardly di-
rected and downwardly directed fluid streams;
and

inverting the leading edge and the trailing edge
of the web segment.

3. A process according to any one of the preceding
claims wherein the web (24) is conveyed substan-
tially horizontally.

4. A process for fabricating a flexible belt from a flex-
ible web (24) from a supply roll (25), said web (24)
having a leading edge, an upper surface and a bot-
tom surface, comprising the steps of:

gripping at a web slitting station (48) the leading
edge of the web (24);

conveying the leading edge of the web (24) to
a first predetermined location (82) at a prede-
termined distance downstream from the slitting
station (48),

gripping only the bottom surface of the web at
a second predetermined location (53) up-
stream from the slitting station (48),

conveying the leading edge back toward a third
predetermined location (190) between the slit-
ting station (48) and the first predetermined lo-
cation (82);

gripping only the bottom surface of the web (24)
at a fourth predetermined location (52) between
the slitting station (48) and the second prede-
termined location (53);

gripping only the bottom surface of the web (24)
at a fifth predetermined location (182) between
the slitting station (48) and the first predeter-
mined location (82);

slitting the web (24) at the slitting station (48)
to form a web segment having a trailing edge

at one end and the leading edge at the opposite
end;

as the leading edge is conveyed back toward
the third predetermined location (190), applying
an upwardly directed fluid stream to the bottom
surface of the web segment immediately down-
stream of the third predetermined location
(190) to form an upwardly extending bulge in
the web segment upstream of the leading edge;

as the leading edge is conveyed back toward
the third predetermined location (190), applying
an downwardly directed fluid stream to the up-
per surface of the web segment between the
third predetermined location (190) and the fifth
predetermined location (182) to form a down-
wardly hanging U-shaped loop in the web seg-
ment,

terminating application of the upwardly directed
fluid stream,

terminating application of the downwardly di-
rected fluid stream,

gripping only the bottom surface of the leading
edge of the web segment at the third predeter-
mined location (190),

inverting the bottom surface of the web seg-
ment adjacent the leading edge;

inverting the bottom surface of the web seg-
ment adjacent the trailing edge,

overlapping the leading edge and the trailing
edge of the web segment to form a closed loop
of the web segment loosely suspended from a
joint formed by the overlapping leading edge
and trailing edge; and

welding the overlapping leading edge and the
trailing edge together to form a belt.

5. A process according to claim 4 wherein the upward-
ly directed fluid stream is applied to the bottom sur-
face prior to or simultaneously with the applying of
the downwardly directed fluid stream to the upper
surface.

6. A process according to claim 4 wherein the gripping
of only the bottom surface of the leading edge of the
web segment at the third predetermined location
(190) occurs subsequent to the terminating of the
application of the upwardly directed fluid stream to
the bottom surface of the web segment.
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7. A process according to claim 6 wherein the gripping
of only the bottom surface of the leading edge of the
web segment at the third predetermined location
(190) occurs prior to the terminating of the applica-
tion of the downwardly directed fluid stream to the
upper surface of the web segment.

8. Apparatus for fabricating a flexible belt comprising

a slitting station (48),

a conveying gripper (82) to substantially hori-
zontally convey the leading edge of a flexible
web (24) under tension from a supply roll (25)
downstream past the slitting station (48),

a cutting device (126) at the slitting station (48)
to slit the web (24) a predetermined distance
from the leading edge to form a web segment
having the leading edge at one end and a trail-
ing edge at the opposite end,

a first invertible gripper (182) to support the
trailing edge,

a second invertible gripper (190) adapted to re-
ceive the leading edge from the conveying grip-
per (82),

at least one drive mechanism to invert the first
invertible gripper (182) and second invertible
gripper (190) to overlap the leading edge and
the trailing edge of the web segment to form a
joint, and

a joining device (12) to permanently join the
leading edge and the trailing edge together to
form a belt,

characterized by
a first fluid stream implement (210) to direct at least
one fluid stream upwardly against the web segment
to support the web segment between the leading
edge and the second invertible gripper (190),
a second fluid stream implement (212) to direct at
least one fluid stream downwardly against the web
segment to form a U-shaped loop in the web seg-
ment between the second invertible gripper (190)
and the first invertible gripper (182).

9. Apparatus according to claim 8 wherein the convey-
ing gripper (82), the first invertible gripper (182), and
the second invertible gripper (190) are activatable
vacuum shoes.

10. Apparatus according to claim 8 wherein the first flu-
id stream implement (210) comprises at least one
nozzle positioned below the web segment and

downstream of the second invertible gripper (190)
and/or wherein the second fluid stream implement
(212) comprises at least one nozzle positioned
above the web segment and between the second
invertible gripper (190) and the first invertible grip-
per (182).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines flexiblen Bandes
aus einer flexiblen Bahn (24) von einer Rolle (25),
wobei die Bahn (24) eine Vorderkante, eine Ober-
seite und eine Unterseite hat, das die folgenden
Schritte umfasst:

Transportieren der Vorderkante der Bahn (24)
an eine erste vorgegebene Stelle (82) in einer
vorgegebenen Entfernung stromab von einer
Auftrennstation (48),

Auftrennen der Bahn (24) an der Auftrennstati-
on (48), um ein Bandsegment mit einer Hinter-
kante an einem Ende und der Vorderkante an
dem gegenüberliegenden Ende auszubilden;
und

Transportieren der Vorderkante zurück in Rich-
tung einer dritten vorgegebenen Stelle (190)
zwischen der Auftrennstation (48) und der er-
sten vorgegebenen Stelle (82);

Überlappen der Vorderkante und der Hinter-
kante des Bahnsegmentes, um eine geschlos-
sene Schlaufe des Bahnsegmentes auszubil-
den, die lose an einer Verbindung aufgehängt
ist, die durch die Vorderkante und die Hinter-
kante gebildet wird, die einander überlappen;

Zusammenschweißen der Vorderkante und der
Hinterkante, die einander überlappen, um ein
Band auszubilden;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

wenn die Vorderkante zurücktransportiert wird,
wenigstens ein nach oben gerichteter Fluid-
strom auf die Unterseite der Bahn (24) geleitet
wird, um eine sich nach oben erstreckende
Wölbung in der Bahn stromauf von der Vorder-
kante auszubilden, und wenigstens ein nach
unten gerichteter Fluidstrom auf die Oberseite
der Bahn (24) geleitet wird, um eine nach unten
hängende U-förmige Schlaufe in der Bahn (24)
zwischen der sich nach oben erstreckenden
Wölbung und der Auftrennstation (48) auszu-
bilden.
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2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das nach dem Auf-
trennschritt und vor dem Überlappschritt die folgen-
den Schritte umfasst:

Ergreifen lediglich der Vorderkante und der
Hinterkante des Bahnsegmentes;

Beenden des Leitens des nach oben gerichte-
ten und des nach unten gerichteten Fluid-
stroms; und

Umdrehen der Vorderkante und der Hinterkan-
te des Bahnsegmentes.

3. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Bahn (24) im Wesentlichen horizon-
tal transportiert wird.

4. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines flexiblen Bandes
aus einer flexiblen Bahn (24) von einer Zuführrolle
(25), wobei die Bahn (24) eine Vorderkante, eine
Oberseite und eine Unterseite hat, das die folgen-
den Schritte umfasst:

Ergreifen der Vorderkante der Bahn (24) an ei-
ner Bahn-Auftrennstation (48);

Transportieren der Vorderkante der Bahn (24)
an eine erste vorgegebene Stelle (82) in einer
vorgegebenen Entfernung stromab von der
Auftrennstation (48),

Ergreifen lediglich der Unterseite der Bahn an
einer vorgegebenen zweiten Stelle (53) strom-
auf von der Auftrennstation (48),

Transportieren der Vorderkante zurück in Rich-
tung einer dritten vorgegebenen Stelle (190)
zwischen der Auftrennstation (48) und der er-
sten vorgegebenen Stelle (82) zu;

Ergreifen lediglich der Unterseite der Bahn (24)
an einer vierten vorgegebenen Stelle (52) zwi-
schen der Auftrennstation (48) und der zweiten
vorgegebenen Stelle (53);

Ergreifen lediglich der Unterseite der Bahn (24)
an einer fünften vorgegebenen Stelle (182) zwi-
schen der Auftrennstation (48) und der ersten
vorgegebenen Stelle (82);

Auftrennen der Bahn (24) an der Auftrennstati-
on (48), um ein Bahnsegment mit einer Hinter-
kante an einem Ende und der Vorderkante an
dem gegenüberliegenden Ende auszubilden;

wenn die Vorderkante in Richtung der dritten
vorgegebenen Stelle (190) zurücktransportiert

wird, Leiten eines nach oben gerichteten Fluid-
stroms auf die Unterseite des Bahnsegmentes
unmittelbar stromab von der dritten vorgegebe-
nen Stelle (190), um eine sich nach oben er-
streckende Wölbung in dem Bahnsegment
stromauf von der Vorderkante auszubilden;

wenn die Vorderkante in Richtung der dritten
vorgegebenen Stelle (190) zurücktransportiert
wird, Leiten eines nach unten gerichteten Fluid-
stroms auf die Oberseite des Bahnsegmentes
zwischen der dritten vorgegebenen Stelle (190)
und der fünften vorgegebenen Stelle (182), um
eine nach unten hängende U-förmige Schlaufe
in dem Bahnsegment auszubilden;

Beenden des Leitens des nach oben gerichte-
ten Fluidstroms;

Beenden des Leitens des nach unten gerichte-
ten Fluidstroms,

Ergreifen lediglich der Unterseite der Vorder-
kante des Bahnsegments an der dritten vorge-
gebenen Stelle (150),

Umdrehen der Unterseite des an die Vorder-
kante angrenzenden Bahnsegmentes;

Umdrehen der Unterseite des an die Hinterkan-
te angrenzenden Bahnsegmentes,

Überlappen der Vorderkante und der Hinter-
kante des Bahnsegmentes, um eine geschlos-
sene Schlaufe des Bahnsegmentes auszubil-
den, die lose an einer Verbindung aufgehängt
ist, die durch die Vorderkante und die Hinter-
kante gebildet wird, die einander überlappen;
und

Zusammenschweißen der Vorderkante und der
Hinterkante, die einander überlappen, um ein
Band auszubilden.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der nach oben
gerichtete Fluidstrom vor dem Leiten des nach un-
ten gerichteten Fluidstroms auf die Oberseite oder
simultan dazu geleitet wird.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Ergreifen le-
diglich der Unterseite der Vorderkante des Bahn-
segmentes an der dritten vorgegebenen Stelle
(190) im Anschluss an das Beenden des Leitens
des nach oben gerichteten Fluidstroms auf die Un-
terseite des Bahnsegmentes stattfindet.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Ergreifen le-
diglich der Unterseite der Vorderkante des Bahn-
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segmentes an der dritten vorgegebenen Stelle
(190) vor dem Beenden des Leitens des nach unten
gerichteten Fluidstroms auf die Oberseite des
Bahnsegmentes stattfindet.

8. Vorrichtung zum Herstellen eines flexiblen Bandes,
die umfasst:

eine Auftrennstation (48),

eine fördernde Greifeinrichtung (82), die die
Vorderkante einer flexiblen Bahn (24) unter
Spannung von einer Zuführrolle (25) im We-
sentlichen horizontal stromab an der Auftrenn-
station (48) vorbei transportiert,

eine Schneidvorrichtung (126) an der Auftrenn-
station (48), die die Bahn (24) in einem vorge-
gebenen Abstand zu der Vorderkante auf-
trennt, um ein Bahnsegment mit der Vorderkan-
te an einem Ende und einer Hinterkante an dem
gegen überliegenden Ende auszubilden,

eine erste umdrehbare Greifeinrichtung (182),
die die Vorderkante trägt,

eine zweite umdrehbare Greifeinrichtung
(190), die die Vorderkante von der fördernden
Greifeinrichtung (82) aufnimmt,

wenigstens einen Antriebsmechanismus, der
die erste umkehrbare Greifeinrichtung (180)
und die zweite umkehrbare Greifeinrichtung
(190) umdreht, um die Vorderkante und die Hin-
terkante des Bahnsegmentes zu überlappen
und eine Verbindung auszubilden, und

eine Verbindungseinrichtung (12), die die Vor-
derkante und die Hinterkante fest miteinander
verbindet, um ein Band auszubilden,

gekennzeichnet durch eine erste Fluidstrom-Vor-
richtung (210), die wenigstens einen Fluidstrom
nach oben auf das Bahnsegment richtet, um das
Bahnsegment zwischen der Vorderkante und der
zweiten umdrehbaren Greifeinrichtung (190) zu tra-
gen,
eine zweite Fluidstrom-Vorrichtung (212), die we-
nigstens einen Fluidstrom nach unten auf das
Bahnsegment richtet, um eine U-förmige Schlaufe
in dem Bahnsegment zwischen der zweiten um-
drehbaren Greifeinrichtung (190) und der ersten
umdrehbaren Greifeinrichtung (182) auszubilden.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei die fördernde
Greifeinrichtung (82), die erste umdrehbare Greif-
einrichtung (182) und die zweite umdrehbare Grei-
feinrichtung (190) aktivierbare Vakuum-Schuhe

sind.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei die erste Fluid-
strom-Vorrichtung (210) wenigstens eine Düse um-
fasst, die unter dem Bahnsegment und stromab von
der zweiten umdrehbaren Greifeinrichtung (190)
angeordnet ist, und/oder wobei die zweite Fluid-
strom-Vorrichtung (212) wenigstens eine Düse um-
fasst, die über dem Bahnsegment und zwischen der
zweiten umdrehbaren Greifeinrichtung (190) und
der ersten umdrehbaren Greifeinrichtung (182) an-
geordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à fabriquer une courroie flexible à
partir d'une bande flexible (24) provenant d'un rou-
leau d'alimentation (25), ladite bande (24) compor-
tant un bord tête, une surface supérieure et une sur-
face inférieure, comprenant les étapes consistant
à :

acheminer le bord tête de la bande (24) vers
une première position prédéterminée (82) à
une distance prédéterminée en aval d'un poste
de refente (48)
refendre la bande (24) au poste de refente (48)
pour former un segment de bande comportant
un bord queue à une extrémité et le bord tête
à l'extrémité opposée ; et
ré-acheminer le bord tête vers une troisième
position prédéterminée (190) entre le poste de
refente (48) et la première position prédétermi-
née (82),
faire se chevaucher le bord tête et le bord
queue du segment de bande pour former une
boucle fermée du segment de bande suspen-
due de manière lâche à partir d'un joint formé
par le bord tête et le bord queue se
chevauchant ;
souder ensemble le bord tête et le bord queue
se chevauchant pour former une courroie ;

caractérisé en ce que
à mesure que l'on ré-achemine le bord tête,

on applique au moins un courant de fluide orienté
vers le haut sur la surface inférieure de la bande
(24) pour former un renflement s'étendant vers le
haut dans la bande en amont du bord tête, et on
applique au moins un courant de fluide orienté vers
le bas sur la surface supérieure de la bande (24)
pour former une boucle en forme de U pendant vers
le bas dans la bande (24) entre le renflement s'éten-
dant vers le haut et le poste de refente (48).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1 comprenant,
après l'étape de refente et avant l'étape de chevau-
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chement, les étapes consistant à :

saisir seulement le bord tête et le bord queue
du segment de bande ;
cesser l'application des courants de fluide
orienté vers le haut et orienté vers le bas ; et
inverser le bord tête et le bord queue du seg-
ment de bande.

3. Procédé selon l'une quelconque des revendications
précédentes dans lesquelles on achemine la bande
(24) sensiblement horizontalement.

4. Procédé destiné à fabriquer une courroie flexible à
partir d'une bande flexible (24) provenant d'un rou-
leau d'alimentation (25), de ladite bande (24) com-
portant un bord tête, une surface supérieure et une
surface inférieure, comprenant les étapes consis-
tant à :

saisir à un poste de refente de bande (48) le
bord tête de la bande (24) ;
acheminer le bord tête de la bande (24) vers
une première position prédéterminée (82) à
une distance prédéterminée en aval du poste
de refente (48),
saisir seulement la surface inférieure de la ban-
de à une deuxième position prédéterminée (53)
en amont du poste de refente (48),
ré-acheminer le bord tête vers une troisième
position prédéterminée (190) entre le poste de
refente (48) et la première position prédétermi-
née (82) ;
saisir seulement la surface inférieure de la ban-
de (24) à une quatrième position prédétermi-
née (52) entre le poste de refente (48) et la
deuxième position prédéterminée (53) ;
saisir seulement la surface inférieure de la ban-
de (24) à une cinquième position prédétermi-
née (182) entre le poste de refente (48) et la
première position prédéterminée (82) ;
refendre la bande (24) au poste de refente (48)
pour former un segment de bande comportant
un bord queue à une extrémité et le bord tête
à l'extrémité opposée ;
à mesure que l'on ré-achemine le bord tête vers
la troisième position prédéterminée (190), ap-
pliquer un courant de fluide orienté vers le haut
sur la surface inférieure du segment de bande
immédiatement en aval de la troisième position
prédéterminée (190) pour former un renflement
s'étendant vers le haut dans le segment de
bande en amont du bord tête ;
à mesure que l'on ré-achemine le bord tête vers
la troisième position prédéterminée (190), ap-
pliquer un courant de fluide orienté vers le bas
sur la surface supérieure du segment de bande
entre la troisième position prédéterminée (190)

et la cinquième position prédéterminée (182)
pour former une boucle en forme de U pendant
vers le bas dans le segment de bande,
cesser l'application du courant de fluide orienté
vers le haut,
cesser l'application de courant de fluide orienté
vers le bas,
saisir seulement la surface inférieure du bord
tête du segment de bande à la troisième posi-
tion prédéterminée (190),
inverser la surface inférieure du segment de
bande adjacent au bord tête,
inverser la surface inférieure du segment de
bande adjacent au bord queue,
faire se chevaucher le bord tête et le bord
queue du segment de bande pour former une
boucle fermée du segment de bande suspen-
due de façon lâche à partir d'un joint formé par
le bord tête et le bord queue se chevauchant ;
et
souder ensemble le bord tête et le bord queue
se chevauchant pour former une courroie.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4 dans lequel on ap-
plique le courant de fluide orienté vers le haut sur
la surface inférieure avant ou simultanément à l'ap-
plication du courant de fluide orienté vers le bas sur
la surface supérieure.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 4 dans lequel la pré-
hension de la seule surface inférieure du bord tête
du segment de bande à la troisième position prédé-
terminée (190) se produit ultérieurement à la ces-
sation de l'application du courant de fluide orienté
vers le haut sur la surface inférieure du segment de
bande.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6 dans lequel la pré-
hension de la seule surface inférieure du bord tête
du segment de bande à la troisième position prédé-
terminée (190) se produit avant la cessation de l'ap-
plication du courant de fluide orienté vers le bas sur
la surface supérieure du segment de bande.

8. Appareil destiné à fabriquer une courroie flexible
comprenant :

un poste de refente (48),
une pince de transport (82) pour acheminer
sensiblement horizontalement le bord tête
d'une bande flexible (24) sous traction depuis
un rouleau d'alimentation (25) en aval au-delà
du poste de refente (48),
un dispositif de coupe (126) au poste de refente
(48) pour refendre la bande (24) à une distance
prédéterminée du bord tête pour former un seg-
ment de bande comportant le bord tête à une
extrémité et un bord queue à l'extrémité oppo-
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sée,
une première pince réversible (182) pour sou-
tenir le bord queue,
une deuxième pince réversible (190) adaptée
pour recevoir le bord tête provenant de la pince
de transport (82),
au moins un mécanisme d'entraînement pour
inverser la première pince réversible (182) et la
deuxième pince réversible (190) pour faire se
chevaucher le bord tête et le bord queue du
segment de bande pour former un joint, et
un dispositif de jonction (12) pour joindre en-
semble de façon permanente le bord tête et le
bord queue pour former une courroie,

caractérisé par
un premier accessoire de courant de fluide

(210) pour orienter au moins un courant de fluide
vers le haut contre le segment de bande pour sou-
tenir le segment de bande entre le bord tête et la
deuxième pince réversible (190),

un deuxième accessoire de courant de fluide
(212) pour orienter au moins un courant de fluide
vers le bas contre le segment de bande pour former
une boucle en forme de U dans le segment de ban-
de entre la deuxième pince réversible (190) et la
première pince réversible (182).

9. Appareil selon la revendication 8 dans lequel la pin-
ce de transport (82), la première pince réversible
(182) et la deuxième pince réversible (190) sont des
sabots sous vide actionnables.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 8 dans lequel le pre-
mier accessoire de courant de fluide (210) com-
prend au moins une buse positionnée sous le seg-
ment de bande et en aval de la deuxième pince ré-
versible (190) et/ou dans lequel le deuxième acces-
soire de courant de fluide (212) comprend au moins
une buse positionnée au-dessus du segment de
bande et entre la deuxième pince réversible (190)
et la première pince réversible (182).
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